Exhibit: 4J
John Christina
Good sleuthing work!
FEB 14, 2018 4:13 PM

John Jacob Schmidt
Nice catch!
FEB 14, 2018 4:17 PM

Scout
Here is a better picture
FEB 14, 2018 4:29 PM

John Jacob Schmidt
FEB 14, 2018 4:34 PM

Scout
FEB 14, 2018 4:41 PM
John Jacob Schmidt
Previously identified as a security threat. No allowed on school campus with a backpack.
FEB 14, 2018 4:51 PM

John Jacob Schmidt
Not allowed.
FEB 14, 2018 4:51 PM

Scout
The Communist bastards need to be shot
FEB 14, 2018 5:06 PM

Verumbellator
Communist Islam
FEB 14, 2018 5:47 PM

John Jacob Schmidt
Matt, exactly! Carlos the Jackal
FEB 14, 2018 5:49 PM

John Jacob Schmidt
And... Democrat-communist
FEB 14, 2018 5:59 PM

John Jacob Schmidt
Mini Mine 1610 in Matt's presentation.
Nailed it Matt!
FEB 14, 2018 5:59 PM

Send a message

Hot Key Commands in Mac OS X | Blog | FortySeven ...
media.com/blog/.../quick_screenshot_key_commands_in_mac_os_x...
k Screenshot Key Commands in Mac OS X ... Third party applications often get this
Mac user (10.3 and later), ... to Edit->Paste if you are in Photoshop, if you don't
you can as well use.
Scout

The only people that give a crap about the GOP is the GOP. The silent majority that came out and voted for Trump care more about principal and what you're getting done. Standing up for what is right. The average soccer mom is just a GOP drone there going to be a good little sheep and do as they're told. They are going vote party lines or not vote at all. The conservative power base has been pushed to the point they really do give a crap what anybody says they want to see what you're doing. Right now flushing out corruption is huge. And people don't care what side aisle it's on they want to corruption gone and exposed. We don't give a crap an elected official is loyal to the party what we want to know and see is that that elected official is loyal to the American people the Constitution

JUN 6, 2018 10:52 AM

Scout

SCGOP chair is weak. Ducks and cover at the first shots fired by the Liberals. They are supposed to be fighting for us we want them to move to contact. Most corruption can be fixed by removing the cowards.

JUN 6, 2018 11:00 AM

John Jacob Schmidt

I'm completely objective about Cecily Wright. Have always liked her. Was disheartening to see her shoot letter (seemingly) unilaterally, potentially bringing unjust harm to a patriot, and an elected one at that. See that her letter was in response to conjecture. I can't find what racist or bigoted statements she's trying to distance the SCGOP from.

JUN 6, 2018 11:30 AM

Verumbellator

Here's my two cents. Anthony I think you should reach out to him and if he is legit (not racist or a plant) maybe an ally. I would ignore the GOP. This release was likely from a request by CMR directly. I wouldn't even talk about this publicly other than to generally say the SPLC Has been smearing a lot of good people lately To Eric's point.

JUN 6, 2018 11:31 AM

John Jacob Schmidt

Agreed!

JUN 6, 2018 11:31 AM

Verumbellator

Even better that the SPLC smeared a soccer mom in Kris Anne Hall

JUN 6, 2018 11:34 AM
You marked your Safety Number with John Jacob Schmidt as not verified from another device.

Eric Stagg
JUN 23, 2018 7:36 AM

John Jacob Schmidt
darn it!
JUN 23, 2018 8:43 AM

Scout
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1841279555949146&is=663775673699546
JUN 23, 2018 10:43 AM

Verumbellator
Wow
JUN 23, 2018 11:39 AM

Mike Munch
Talk about banana republic. Crazy wonder how long till group suicide pack for those Congressmen.
JUN 23, 2018 12:51 PM

Scout
I think it shows some members of Congress are starting to listen.
JUN 23, 2018 2:09 PM

Scout
Everyday shows more and more indicators that were sitting on the edge of a civil war between two governmental factions. I don't think we're going to make 6 years before we see shots fired
JUN 23, 2018 2:12 PM

John Christina
Agreed. Banana Republic sums it up quite well. Never thought I'd see this come to our country in my lifetime.
JUN 23, 2018 2:39 PM

Eric Stagg
Check out the headline for this article.